
 

Technique permits convenient, precise optical
imaging of individual proteins
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When protein molecules (purple) bind to immobilized receptor molecules, (like
the Y-shaped antibodies affixed to the slide surface), the refractive index at the
gold surface changes, altering the surface plasmon resonance condition, and
producing an increase in signal intensity. Credit: Shireen Dooling

Often considered the workhorses of the body, proteins are among the
most important biomolecules critical to life processes. They provide
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structural foundation for cells and tissues and perform a dizzying array
of tasks, from metabolizing energy and helping cells communicate with
one another to defending the body from pathogens and guiding cell
division and growth.

Because protein dysfunction is implicated in so many serious diseases,
proteins are the primary targets for most therapeutic drugs.

In a new study, Shaopeng Wang and his colleagues describe a method
for examining proteins in keen detail. To do this, his group makes clever
use of a phenomenon known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR),
incorporating it into an innovative type of microscope.

While SPR has been a powerful technique for investigating the world of
the very small, including the interactions of bacteria and viruses, the
study marks the first occasion when SPR has successfully been used to
image single molecules, in this case, proteins. The new method is known
as plasmon scattering microscopy.

According to Wang: "The race to develop this technology actually started
20 years ago." Along with lead author NJ Tao the group calculated that a
modified form of SPR should have the sensitivity to resolve single
proteins, though much preparatory work was required to make this a
reality.

Wang is a researcher in the Biodesign Center for Bioelectronics and
Biosensors. The new research appears in the advanced online addition of
the journal Nature Methods. Pengfei Zhang, a postdoc in the center, is
the lead author of the paper.

Using SPR allows researchers to investigate the dynamics of cell surface
proteins—primary targets for drug design—which are particularly
challenging to observe using X-ray crystallography or NMR
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spectroscopy, the two conventional techniques usually brought to bear to
characterize proteins.

But what is a surface plasmon? "One property of metal is that you have a
lot of free electrons," Wang says, referring to electrons not bound to
atoms. "When the condition of incident light on these electrons is just
right, the energy in the light causes these electrons to resonate. These
oscillating electrons produce a wave across the metal surface. This is
surface plasmon resonance."

In order to detect the binding of an analyte molecule (like a protein) to a
receptor molecule using SPR, the receptor molecule is usually
immobilized on the sensor surface and the analyte molecule is added to
an aqueous solution. Polarized light is typically directed under surface of
a thin gold film, where surface plasmons are generated at a particular
angle of the incident light. The surface confinement of light by the
surface plasmon is seen as a decrease in intensity of reflected light.

When protein molecules bind to immobilized receptor molecules, the
refractive index at the gold surface changes, altering the surface plasmon
resonance condition and producing an increase in signal intensity.

To refine and calibrate the system, the researchers first observed binding
events using polystyrene nanoparticles, whose size can be precisely
controlled. The nanoparticles also have the advantage of producing
higher contrast, aiding their detection by SPR. Using smaller and smaller
nanoparticles allowed the group to reach the tiny dimensions of a
biological protein.

To achieve such impressive resolution, the researchers used a variant of
the SPR technique, detecting light on the protein binding events from
above, rather than below, which dramatically eliminates background
noise, producing a crisp image. Because bound proteins scatter the SPR
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light in all directions, detection from the top avoids the reflected light,
greatly improving image quality.

Wang likens the effect to seeing stars against the background curtain of
darkness, whereas stars are invisible to the eye against the noisy
background of daylight. Detection of single proteins can be realized
without a very powerful light source, since SPR produces strong
enhancement to the light field near the sensor surface, clarifying the
protein signal.

By homing in on protein binding affinity, one of the key parameters
critical for the design of safer, more effective drugs, the new SPR
technique should have a bright future in the biomedical arena as well as
shedding new light on foundational issues at the molecular scale.

  More information: Plasmonic scattering imaging of single proteins
and binding kinetics, Nature Methods (2020). DOI:
10.1038/s41592-020-0947-0 , 
www.nature.com/articles/s41592-020-0947-0
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